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a b s t r a c t

We study sparse blind source separation (BSS) for a class of positive and partially

overlapped signals. The signals are only allowed to have nonoverlapping at certain

locations, while they could overlap with each other elsewhere. For nonnegative data, a

novel approach has been proposed by Naanaa and Nuzillard (NN) assuming that

nonoverlapping exists for each source signal at some location of acquisition variable.

However, the NN method introduces errors (spurious peaks) in the output when their

nonoverlapping condition is not satisfied. To resolve this problem and improve

robustness of separation, postprocessing techniques are developed in two aspects.

One is to detect coherent and uncertain components from NN outputs by using multiple

mixture data, then removing the uncertain portion to enhance signals. The other is to

find better estimation of mixing matrix by leveraging reliable source peak structures in

NN output. Numerical results on examples including NMR spectra of a 13C-1-acetylated

carbohydrate with overlapping proton spin multiplets show satisfactory performance of

the postprocessed sparse BSS and offer promise to resolve complex spectra without

using multidimensional NMR methods.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

A blind source separation (BSS) problem arises when
one attempts to recover source signals from their linear
mixtures without detailed knowledge of the mixing
process. BSS has received considerable attention in signal
analysis and processing of speech, image, and biomedical
signals [3,5,6,11,13,15,17,19,20]. The linear BSS model
takes the following algebraic form:

X ¼ ASþN, ð1:1Þ

where X 2 Rm�p is the known mixed signals, S 2 Rn�p

represents the unknown source signals, and A 2 Rm�n is
the unknown mixing matrix, and N 2 Rm�p is an unknown

matrix representing errors or sensor noise. The integer p is
the number of available samples, m is the number of
mixture signals, and n is the number of sources. In the
paper we shall consider the (over)-determined case ðnrmÞ.
The X, S and N are sampled functions of an acquisition
variable which may be time, frequency, position, wavenum-
ber, etc. depending on the underlying physical process. The
objective of BSS is to estimate the original source signals (S)
without knowing the parameters of mixing process (A),
which is known as a nonconvex problem. In fact, a unique
estimation is never possible without some a priori knowl-
edge. However, one can usually estimate them up to certain
indeterminacies which can be expressed as arbitrary scaling,
permutation, etc. If P is a permutation matrix and L an
invertible diagonal matrix then AS¼ ðAPLÞðL�1P�1SÞ. For
BSS problems, S and L�1P�1S are equivalent.

Various approaches have been proposed to solve BSS
problems by exploiting a priori information about mixing
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process or properties of source signals. For instance, inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA) [7,8]) recovers statisti-
cally independent source signals and mixing matrix A. The
statistical independence requires uncorrelated source sig-
nals, and this condition, however, does not always hold in
real-world problems. Hence ICA methods practically look for
approximately independent components. Recently there
have been several studies of ICA and its applications in
computer tomography, biomedical image processing, where
nonnegative constraints are imposed for the mixing matrix
A and/or estimated source signals S [2,10,21,22,24]. Ref. [2]
develops a method for BSS when there are fewer mixtures
than sources (underdetermined BSS), and the method is
specially designed for two mixtures. The source matrix S is
allowed to have only one nonzero entry in each column,
which is a very restrictive condition. Under this condition
the estimation of A can be achieved by clustering (e.g.,
K-means). Ref. [10] studies the solvability conditions and
algorithms on separating sparse/nonnegative sources in an
underdetermined case. Ref. [24] reports an application of
ICA for signal artifacts removal from nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) data, while [21,22] offer theoretical and
algorithmic studies of nonnegative ICA.

The present work is motivated by the NMR spectro-
scopy data in which it should not be assumed that there is
statistical independence, especially when the molecules
responsible for each source may share common structural
features. Besides, the properly phased absorption-mode
NMR spectral signals from a single-pulse experiment are
positive. Therefore, ICA-based methods mentioned above
would not work for this class of data. A better working
assumption for the data is the partial sparseness condi-
tion proposed by Naanaa and Nuzillard [16]. The source
signals are only required to be nonoverlapping at some
locations of acquisition variable (e.g., frequency). Such a
local sparseness condition leads to a dramatic mathe-
matical simplification of a general nonnegative matrix
factorization problem (1.1) which is nonconvex [14]. Geo-
metrically speaking, the problem of finding the mixing
matrix A reduces to the identification of a minimal cone
containing the columns of mixture matrix X. The latter can
be done by linear programming. In fact, NN’s sparseness
assumption and the geometric construction of columns of A

were known in the 1990s [1,26] in the problem of blind
hyperspectral unmixing, where the same mathematical
model (1.1) is used. The analogue of NN’s assumption is
called pixel purity assumption [4]. The resulting geometric
(cone) method is the so-called N-findr [26], and is now a
benchmark in hyperspectral unmixing.

In this paper, we consider how to generalize NN method if
their partial sparseness condition is not satisfied. We are
concerned with the regime where source signals are nowhere
nonoverlapping yet one source signal dominates others at
certain locations of acquisition variable. The idea is to apply
the NN method first, and then postprocess by using either
extra mixture data or reliable peak structures of source
signals in the NN output. In the first case, additional mixtures
allow multiple NN outputs which can be decomposed into a
sum of coherent and uncertain components with the help of
a similarity measure. By filtering out the uncertain compo-
nents, we enhance the signal contents of the NN output and

reduce the errors due to lack of nonoverlapping (partial
sparseness) of the sources. In the second case, we observed
that the main spectral peaks are often reliably recovered by
NN method even though its partial sparseness assumption is
not strictly valid, and that these robust peaks can be used as
anchor points to re-estimate columns of mixing matrix A by
simple algebraic manipulations.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
review the essentials of the NN method and its sparseness
assumptions, then state our relaxed and more general
source assumptions permitting source signal overlap. In
Section 3, we introduce the decomposition of multiple NN
outputs into coherent and random components for error
reduction. The similarity measure is based on the cross-
correlation function. In Section 4, we show that with
partial information on locations of signal peaks, a method
of peak-based corrections (PBC) improves the mixing
matrix estimation. In Section 5, numerical experiments
on NMR mixture data are performed to demonstrate the
significant enhancements by the proposed postprocessing
methods. Concluding remarks are in Section 6.

2. Sparse BSS and source assumptions

2.1. NN’s source conditions and method

In [16], Naanaa and Nuzillard (NN) presented an efficient
sparse BSS method and its mathematical analysis for non-
negative and partially orthogonal signals such as NMR
spectra. Consider the over-determined or determined regime,
where the number of mixtures is not less than the number of
sources ðmZnÞ and the mixing matrix A is full rank. In
simple terms, NN’s key sparseness assumption (referred to as
NNA below) on source signals is that each source has a stand
alone peak at some location of the acquisition variable,
where the other sources are identically zero. More precisely,
the source matrix SZ0 is assumed to satisfy the following
condition.

Assumption (NNA). For each i 2 f1,2, . . . ,ng there exists a
ji 2 f1,2, . . . ,pg such that si,ji

40 and sk,ji
¼ 0 ðk¼ 1, . . . ,

i�1,iþ1, . . . ,nÞ.

Consider the noiseless case (N=0), then Eq. (1.1) can be
rewritten in terms of columns as

Xj ¼
Xn

k ¼ 1

sk,jA
k, j¼ 1, . . . ,p, ð2:1Þ

where Xj denote the jth column of X, and Ak the kth
column of A. Assumption NNA implies that Xji ¼ si,ji

Ai,
i¼ 1, . . . ,n or Ai ¼ ð1=si,ji ÞX

ji . Hence Eq. (2.1) is rewritten as

Xj ¼
Xn

i ¼ 1

si,j

si,ji

Xji , ð2:2Þ

which says that every column of X is a nonnegative linear
combination of the columns of Â. Here Â ¼ ½Xj1 , . . . ,Xjn � is the
submatrix of X consisting of n columns each of which is
collinear to a particular column of A. It should be noted that ji
(i=1,y,n) are not known and have to be computed. Once all
the ji’s are found, an estimation of the mixing matrix is
obtained. The identification of Â’s columns is equivalent to
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identifying a convex cone of a finite collection of vectors [9].
The convex cone encloses the data columns in matrix X, and
is the smallest of such cones. Such a minimal enclosing
convex cone can be found by linear programming methods.
For the noiseless case, the following constrained equations
are formulated for the identification of Â:

Xp

j ¼ 1,jak

Xjlj ¼ Xk, ljZ0, k¼ 1, . . . ,p: ð2:3Þ

Then any column Xk will be a column of Â if and only if the
constrained equation (2.3) is inconsistent. However, if noises
are present, the following optimization problems are sug-
gested to estimate the mixing matrix:

minimize score¼
Xp

j ¼ 1,jak

Xjlj�Xk

������
������

2

, k¼ 1, . . . ,p

subject to ljZ0:

A score is associated with each column. A column with a low
score is unlikely to be a column of Â because this column is
roughly a nonnegative linear combination of the other
columns of X. On the other hand, a high score means that
the corresponding column is far from being a nonnegative
linear combination of other columns of X. Practically, the n

columns from X with the highest scores are selected to form
Â, the mixing matrix. The Moore–Penrose inverse Â

þ
of Â is

then calculated and an estimate to S is obtained: Ŝ ¼ Â
þ

X.
Implementation of NN method showed that it is both

accurate and efficient if NNA condition holds [16]. How-
ever, if the condition is not satisfied, errors and artifacts
may occur because the true mixing matrix is no longer the
smallest enclosing convex cone of columns of data matrix.
This is the main issue we shall address in this paper.

2.2. A more general source condition

A more general assumption applicable to NMR source
signals S is the following relaxed NNA condition (referred
to as rNNA):

Assumption (rNNA). For each i 2 f1,2, . . . ,ng there exists
a ji 2 f1,2, . . . ,pg such that si,ji 40 and sk,ji

¼ ek ðk¼ 1, . . . ,
i�1,iþ1, . . . ,nÞ, where ek5si,ji

.

Simply said, each source signal has a dominant peak at
acquisition position where the other sources are allowed to
be nonzero. For example, rNNA condition holds for NMR data
consisting of positive-valued absorption-mode Lorentzian-
shaped peaks with tails extending over the whole range of
acquisition variable, see the first plot in Fig. 2.1 for example.
From a geometric perspective, if NNA is satisfied and A is full
rank, the column vectors of A expand the minimal cone
containing all the columns of X. When the mixture matrix X

comes from mixing sources satisfying rNNA, the columns of
X’s are not parallel to those of A’s. The estimated mixing
matrix extracted from columns of X’s according to NN
method will thus deviate from the true A, causing errors in
the recovered source signals. The second plot in Fig. 2.1
shows two mixtures of two sources satisfying rNNA. The true
cone, spanned by the two black diamond dots, is wider than
the set of column vectors of X (the collection of circles). The
NN method identifies the smallest cone containing the
mixtures (spanned by the two black circular dots).

We realize that without NNA, the problem of blind signal
recovery or nonnegative matrix factorization is not unique,
as there are infinitely many solutions for columns of mixing
matrix A even up to scaling factors. In the second plot of
Fig. 2.1, any cone containing the columns of X may be a
choice of columns of A. In the next section, two postproces-
sing techniques are proposed to correct NN output based on
either the random nature of NN errors when NNA is violated
or additional prior information about the possible sources.

3. Random error detection and removal

Let us consider how to correct the output of NN
method to reduce its errors.

3.1. Random error detection and reduction

Consider the case of more mixtures than the number
of sources ðmZnþ1,nZ2Þ, and assume that multi-peak
source signals satisfy condition rNNA. NN method may
produce spurious peaks on rNNA data, although it is
still able to recover main features such as large peak
locations. The idea is to detect coherent and incoherent
components of the NN output. The coherent component

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
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NN
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Fig. 2.1. Left: Two positive and overlapped Lorentzian source signals. At each acquisition point, either source has nonzero response. Right: Comparison of

the two columns of mixing matrix recovered from NN with those of the true mixing matrix A. NN method identifies the columns of mixing matrix as the

edges of a minimal cone enclosing the mixtures. The deviation of NN’s results is due to the violation of the condition NNA.
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is kept while the incoherent component is discarded as
errors. Details of implementation are described below.

To detect incoherence, we shall make use of the
abundance of mixtures available. Theoretically we have
Cn

m (number of combinations of choosing n from m)
groups with n mixtures in each group. The problem is of
determined type (n mixture and n sources) in each group.
It is unnecessary to use all Cn

m groups, although the results
are better when more groups are employed. Let us select k

groups of mixtures ðkZnÞ and label them G1,y,Gk. Next
NN’s method is applied to the k groups and suppose
S(1),y,S(k) are the output source matrices. Each row of
S(i) (i=1,y,k) represents a source signal, there are k rows
which correspond to one source signal. But these k rows
have to be automatically selected from the rows of
S(1),y,S(k) via a selective criterion. If two rows corre-
spond to the same source, they should be correlated. The
cross-correlation function can be used as a measure of
similarity. The process of selecting k similar rows is as
follows:

1. Normalize the NN output signals and subtract their
means.

2. Take a row from S(1) and calculate its inner product
with all rows of S(2).

3. Select the row of S(2) with the largest product and put
them in one group.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for S(3),y,S(k).
5. Repeat steps 2–4 for other rows of S(1).

After the selection process is finished, there should be n

groups with each of them representing one of the n source
signals.

Next, we take one group to illustrate how to filter out
the incoherence and recover a better source signal. The
intermediate signals in the group typically share common
and robust features (large peak structures) though they
are recovered from different mixtures. On the other hand,
they have differences which are random in nature. To
remove the uncertain part, the following decomposition is
performed:

1. Divide every intermediate signal into segments with
length L. Normalize the segments and subtract their
means.

2. Take the first segments from all intermediate signals
and compute the inner product between any two of
them. If the arithmetic average of pairwise inner
products exceeds a preset threshold value, redefine
the segment by the arithmetic average of all the first
segments in the group; otherwise the NN output in
this segment is regarded as containing sufficient ran-
dom error and is redefined as zero.

3. Repeat step 2 for other segments.
4. Piece together processed segments in steps 2 and 3 to

form the postprocessed signal.

In step 1, length L should be chosen to be at least the width
of the smallest peak in the intermediate signal. The thresh-
old value is set to a number near 1 (above 0.95) with the
help of synthetic mixtures of known chemical compounds.

The above postprocessing is designed for better source
signals S. It may not improve the estimation of mixing
coefficients. The next postprocessing method aims to
extract a better estimation of A from NN output based
on additional peak information.

4. Peak-based correction

In order to establish the theoretical basis of the method of
peak-based correction, we propose to strengthen condition
rNNA by the pairwise overlap condition (POC) on the source
signals ðnZ2Þ.

Assumption (POC). Each source signal has a dominant
peak at some acquisition location, where other source
signals are allowed to be nonzero. Furthermore, there
exist different acquisition regions where the source sig-
nals overlap each other pairwise.

Clearly POC is a relaxation to condition NNA. Simply
said, this condition requires not only that each source has
a dominant peak at some location of acquisition variable,
but also that there are only two active sources at certain
acquisition region. Below we shall study two determined
cases and introduce the method via examples.

4.1. (m,n)=(2,2)

In the case of two mixtures and two sources, the
condition POC is equivalent to rNNA. The linear model
can be written as

½X1, . . . ,Xp� ¼ ½A1,A2� �
S11 . . . S1p

S21 . . . S2p

 !
, ð4:1Þ

where A1, A2 are the two columns of A. Based on recovered
source signals using NN method, we intend to improve
the estimate of the mixing matrix, which in turn improves
the source signals. It has been noted that NN still recovers
the major peak locations of source signals for rNNA data.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the first peaks from S1 and S2 are
used to identify A1 and A2. The points S1i and S1j of equal
heights are located on the shoulder of the peak from S1,
likewise points S2e and S2f on the peak of S2. Consider the

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
0

1

2

3

4

5

6
source 1
source 2

S1i S1j

S2e
S2f

Fig. 4.1. The indices labelled in the NN recovered two sources are used

for improving the 2�2 mixing matrix.
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submatrix [Xi, Xj, Xe, Xf] of X which is equal to

½A1,A2� �
S1i S1j S1e S1f

S2i S2j S2e S2f

 !
: ð4:2Þ

The following equations are obtained in component form:

Xi ¼ S1iA
1þS2iA

2

Xj ¼ S1jA
1þS2jA

2

Xe ¼ S1eA1þS2eA2

Xf ¼ S1f A1þS2f A2

8>>>><
>>>>:

with S1i ¼ S1j, S2e ¼ S2f : ð4:3Þ

It follows from Eq. (4.3) that A1 is parallel to Xm
�Xn and

A2 parallel to Xj
�Xi since

Xe�Xf ¼ ðS1e�S1f ÞA
1,

Xi�Xj ¼ ðS2i�S2jÞA
2,

and both S1e�S1f and S2i�S2j are positive, which can be
seen from the plot. Therefore, the matrix [Xm

�Xn, Xj
�Xi]

should improve the estimation of A as numerical results
will show in the next section.

Remark 1. The selection of PBC peaks depends on the NN
outputs, and there may be more than one group of peaks
for PBC. In this case, each estimated mixing matrix is
normalized along column and the final estimation will be
replaced by their average, which is a possible way to
make the method more robust.

4.2. ðm,nÞZ ð3,3Þ

First we shall demonstrate the method using an
example of three mixtures and three sources. The sources
are shown in Fig. 4.2. The mixing equation reads

½X1, . . . ,Xp� ¼ ½A1,A2,A3� �

S11 . . . S1p

S21 . . . S2p

S31 . . . S3p

0
B@

1
CA:

Given the NN output where the peak locations are
correctly recovered, first select the indices i and j which
are from the level line of the third peak of S1, so S1i=S1j.
Then the ith and jth columns of X are

Xi ¼ S1iA
1þS2iA

2, ð4:4Þ

Xj ¼ S1jA
1þS2jA

2, ð4:5Þ

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
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2.5
source 3
source 2
source 1

S2e
S2k

S1jS1i

S2f
S2h

Fig. 4.2. The indices labelled in the NN recovered three sources are used

for improving the 3�3 mixing matrix.
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Fig. 5.1. Top two rows are the sources, bottom two rows are the mixtures.
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where S3’s contribution is ignored due to pairwise overlap
assumption. Subtraction of the two equations recovers A2.
Similarly, we can recover A1 by looking at the two indices
e and f with S2e= S2f. With S3 being ignored, Xe=S1e A1+S2e

A2, Xf=S1fA
1 + S2fA

2. The same process can be used for the
recovery of A3. The peak-based correction method can be
generalized to n sources and n measurements. Under the
POC condition, we have the following result:

Theorem (Peak correction). Consider nZ3 POC sources.

Suppose that for any k 2 ½1,n�, (jak, j 2 ½1,n� such that

Sj,m1
¼ Sj,m2

a0 for some m1om2, and that Sk,m1
aSk,m2

,
where S is the NN output from data matrix X. Moreover,
there exists m3 2 ðm1,m2Þ such that Sj,m3

¼maxm2½m1 ,m2 �Sj,m.
Then all column vectors of the mixing matrix A can be

recovered from data matrix X by the peak correction procedure.

Proof. The local maximum inside [m1, m2] implies that
there is a reliable peak in the interval [m1, m2]. By the
postprocessing assumption that peaks in NN output are
reliable, we have the following equations:

Xm1
¼ Sj,m1

AjþSk,m1
Ak,

Xm2
¼ Sj,m2

AjþSk,m2
Ak

implying Ak is recovered up to scaling by differencing

Xm1
�Xm2

¼ ðSk,m1
�Sk,m2

ÞAk: &

5. Numerical experiments

We report here the numerical results of the methods
proposed in the last section. The data are either synthetic
mixtures or real-world NMR spectra. In both cases the
mixing coefficients and the matrix S are positive.

5.1. PBC method

To test the performance of PBC method, two synthetic
examples and one real-world example are used where
POC condition is valid. The synthetic mixtures are con-
structed as follows. First, the source spectra are composed
of Lorentzian-shaped peaks which could be viewed as
idealized NMR spectra, then the measured signals are
constructed by the mixing model X=AS. In the second
example of real-world data, we shall separate the NMR
signals of camphor and quinine from their mixtures.

The first example is two mixtures and two sources
(Fig. 5.1). The NN method is employed to obtain approx-
imate separations with the results in Fig. 5.2. Following the
PBC procedure described in Section 3, we first seek indices
of reliable peaks for the estimation of A. The recovered ANN,
APBC and the true mixing matrix A are compared below (For
the purpose of comparison, first rows of ANN, APBC are scaled
to be same as that of A). The plot of Fig. 5.3 shows the PBC
results, which agree with the true sources very well due to

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140
0

0.2
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0.6
0.8

1
1.2
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0
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n = 28m= 22

Fig. 5.2. Recovered source signals by NN method, where the marked indices are used for PBC.
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Fig. 5.3. Recovery after PBC processing.
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Fig. 5.4. Top two rows are the three sources, bottom two rows are the three mixtures.
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an almost perfect recovery of mixing matrix:

A¼
0:7142 0:4172

0:7000 0:9088

� �
, ANN ¼

0:4172 0:7142

0:7553 0:7719

� �
,

APBC ¼
0:7142 0:4172

0:6886 0:9139

� �
:

The second example has three mixtures and three
sources (see Fig. 5.4). The quality of the separation by
PBC is clearly apparent by comparison of the spectra in
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6.

To test the performance of PBC method, we compute
its Comon’s index [7]. The index is defined as follows: let
A and Â be two nonsingular matrices with normalized
columns. Then the distance between A and Â denoted by
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Fig. 5.6. Recovery results after PBC processing.
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where D¼ A�1Â, and dij is the entry of D. In [7] Comon
proved that A and Â are treated nearly equivalent in the
sense of BSS (i.e., Â ¼ APL) if eðA,ÂÞ � 0. Figs. 5.7 and 5.8
show Comon’s index between the true mixing matrices
and the matrices computed by NN and PBC methods. For
the result in Fig. 5.7, we compute the performance indices
for NN method and PBC method using 30 random mixing

matrices; while the plot of Fig. 5.8 is the comparison of
the two methods with the presence of noises. Clearly a
better performance is achieved in PBC method. But it should
be pointed that NN’s capability in extracting the major
peaks is crucial to the success of PBC.

The third example concerns the blind separations of
camphor and quinine signals from their mixtures (Fig. 5.9).
Compared to the reference spectra (Fig. 5.10), the NN
separation results (Fig. 5.11) are rather satisfactory, espe-
cially the spectrum of quinine. But we observe that there
is a noticeable bleed through in its spectrum, which might
come from the large peaks of camphor. By a peak-based
correction, we are able to reduce the bleed through
considerably. In fact, the bleed through can be barely
seen in PBC recovery from Fig. 5.12.
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Fig. 5.13. Pulse sequence for exclusive Hartmann–Hahn magnetization transfer. Narrow filled icons are nonselective 903 pulses. Extended open

rectangular icons (SL) are spin lock segments for selective magnetization transfer between carbon-13 and proton spins with chemical shifts near to the

transmitter frequencies f1 and f2. Each spin lock was of duration 240 ms to allow transfer through the weak 2 Hz long-range heteronuclear coupling

between the acetyl group carbonyl carbon-13 and the proximal ring proton to this carbon. The first two 903 pulses and PFGs eliminate native carbon-13

magnetization. Then a selective Hartmann–Hahn magnetization transfer excites carbon-13 spins near to the chosen carbon-13 transmitter frequency, as

long as the proton spin is also close to the chosen proton transmitter frequency. The magnetization is stored. The 1 ms z-gradients g1�g6 had the

following DAC values in the varian spectrometer software: 4500, 6300, 4090, 5000, 3000, and 3500. Each was followed by a stabilization delay of 300 ms.

The interscan relaxation delay was set to 4 s, and acquisition time for each FID was 0.8 s. Eight dummy scans were used to establish a steady state, and

ensure accurate subtraction of signals not arising from the polarization scheme. Thirty-two transients comprised each data set, requiring 3.5 min of

spectrometer time each. The phase cycle was f1 ¼ 903 , 2703 and f2 ¼ 03 , 1803 . The two carbon 1803 pulses were 25 Hz soft selective pulses while cw

decoupling was applied to the proton methyl region (using a modest 200 Hz decoupling field) near 2.06 ppm to ensure that the small 7 Hz long-range

coupling between the methyl protons and carbonyl carbon in the acetyl group is collapsed, thereby enhancing the selectivity of the excitation sculpting

DPFGSE sequence.
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Fig. 5.14. Nine mixed NMR spectra of three sources.
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Fig. 5.15. The upper panel is the three sources recovered using nine mixtures via NN method; lower panel is the three sources recovered from nine

mixtures via NMF algorithm.
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5.2. Experimental NMR pulse sequence details

All spectra were obtained on a Varian UnityPlus 500 MHz
NMR spectrometer using either simple pulse-acquire for

camphor and quinine, or the pulse sequence in Fig. 5.13, in
which case the sample was a disaccharide sugar alcohol,
maltitol, that had been ‘‘isotagged’’ with 13C1 acetyl groups
using a simple procedure described in the literature [23],
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Fig. 5.16. NN’s results from different groups of mixtures. First row: (2,4,7), second row: (1,5,9), third row: (3,6,8), last row: (2,6,9).
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employing 100% 13C-1 acetic anhydride and a scandium
triflate catalyst [12]. The pulse sequence of Fig. 5.13 combines
two selective polarization transfer steps with an excitation
sculpting double pulsed field gradient spin echo [25] to
improve the selection of a particular carbonyl carbon reso-
nance, all of which reside within a tight bandwidth of
0.5 ppm or so. For many of the sites, the proximal ring
proton and the 13C carbonyl carbon resonances are suffi-
ciently isolated from other spin pairs that this exclusive
heteronuclear Hartmann–Hahn pulse sequence results in just
one in-phase proton spin multiplet, from which proton–
proton coupling constants can be measured, giving important
insight into the stereochemistry of the sugar rings. The 1D
experiment uses the frequency selectivity of the transfers,
and the low-power ðgB1=2p¼ 25 HzÞ 20 ms 1803 carbonyl
pulses used in the excitation sculpting [25] segment to try to
isolate a particular proton multiplet by exciting only the
proton on the molecule that is nearest to the carbonyl label
whose frequency is chosen. However, in the case illustrated
here, three proton multiplets with close chemical shifts also
had isotag carbonyl carbons with close chemical shifts. It thus
proved impossible, even with selective low-power Hart-
mann–Hahn magnetization transfer and selective 1803 pulses
to isolate a single multiplet, making the current separation of
the three overlapping signals of great interest.

5.3. Error detection and reduction

Let us consider an over-determined problem of separ-
ating three source signals from nine experimental NMR
mixtures in Fig. 5.14. We first apply NN method to the
nine mixtures, the result is shown in Fig. 5.15. Even
though there are small spurious noisy looking peaks
around, the quality of separated sources 2 and 3 is good.
As a comparison, we present the result of the known NMF
algorithms [5] (the second plot in Fig. 5.15). Clearly the
NMF result is not a good separation in that the sources are
not well separated. In fact, due to the nonconvexity of the
problem, the NMF algorithms may or may not converge to
the same solutions on each run, depending on the initial
conditions and the kind of the algorithm we use. To
improve the separation result, we shall take advantage
of multiple mixtures. Four groups of mixtures with three
mixtures in each group are selected to perform BSS via

NN’s method. The separation results are shown in
Fig. 5.16. The selection process is then performed on the
NN output to gather similar signals and plot them along
columns.

It can be seen that NN method recovers the four major
peaks of source 1, but more noticeable noises and artifacts
are present around them. Applying the correlation-based
decomposition technique, we are able to extract the
coherent part from column one corresponding to source
1. The postprocessed signals are shown in Fig. 5.17, where
the uncertain parts have been removed and the coherent
components are retained.

6. Conclusion

This paper presented two postprocessing techniques of
sparse blind source separation of positive and overlapping
source data. These two approaches handle data that do
not meet NN’s sparseness requirements. With the NN
results as inputs, the decomposition technique based on
multiple mixtures extracted meaningful signal compo-
nents via similarity measures. On the other hand, the
peak-based correction method improves the accuracy of
the mixing matrix estimation based on partial knowledge
of the sources and NN’s partially correct recoveries. The
effectiveness is validated by NMR spectra data.

It should be noted that the regime we addressed in the
paper also has analogues in hyperspectral imaging of
geoscience. It happens when minerals being imaged over-
lap or when ground resolution is low. Dependent compo-
nent analysis (DCA) is recently proposed [18] based on
statistical assumptions of the sources, yet the resulting
problem is nonconvex (same as ICA). It is worthwhile to
pursue this line of inquiry for NMR data in the future,
however, the DCA method is much more complex than
ours.
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